The Flag of Afghanistan
The Flag of Albania

Black two-headed eagle on a deep red field
The Flag of Algeria

Name

Red crescent and star

Green

White

Hoist side
The Flag of Angola

Name

Yellow star, machete, and half cogwheel

Red

Black
The Flag of Antigua and Barbuda

Black with yellow sun over blue stripe

White triangle
The Flag of Argentina

Blue

White with yellow Sun of May

Blue
The Flag of Australia

Stars are white on a blue background.

Hoist side
The Flag of Austria

Red

White

Red
The Flag of Azerbaijan

Blue ▲ Red with white moon and star ▲ Green ▲
The Flag of Bahrain

Hoist Side
White
The five points represent the five pillars of Islam
Red

Name____________________________
The Flag of Bangladesh

Red circle on a green field

Name ____________________________
The Flag of Barbados

Blue

Black trident on yellow
The Flag of Belarus

- Red
- White with red ornaments
- Green
The Flag of Belgium

Hoist side
The Flag of Belize

Seal is a white circle with a circular garland of green leaves (50 mahogany leaves) surrounding two lumber workers wearing white pants carrying an axe and a paddle, standing in front of a mahogany tree on green grass. The shield between the men pictures a paddle with an axe, an axe with a saw, and a sailing ship. Below them is a banner that reads SUB UMBRA FLOREO (meaning “I flourish in the shade”).

Name ________________________

Red

Blue

Red
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The Flag of Benin

Green

Yellow

Red
The Flag of Bhutan

White thunder dragon

Yellow

Orange
The Flag of Bolivia

Red

Yellow

Green
The Flag of Bosnia-Herzegovina

- Medium Blue
- Yellow triangle
- White stars

Hoist side
The Flag of Botswana

Light Blue

White

Black

White

Light Blue
The Flag of Brazil

- Deep green background
- Yellow diamond
- Blue circle with white stars in center, a white band, and green writing

Hoist side
The Flag of Bulgaria

White

Green

Red
The Flag of Burkina Faso

Yellow star in center

Red

Green
The Flag of Burundi

Red stars edged in green in a white circle
The Flag of Cambodia
The Flag of Cameroon

Hoist side Green
Red with yellow star
Yellow
Flag of Canada

Red maple leaf on white background

Red
The Flag of Cape Verde

Yellow stars
The Flag of Central African Republic

Yellow star on blue stripe

Blue

White

Green

Yellow

Red
The Flag of Chile

Blue with white star
The Flag of Comoros

Green triangle with white moon and stars
The Flag of Cote d'Ivoire

Name ____________________

Hoist side Orange ▲ White ▲ Green ▲
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The Flag of Croatia

White stripe in the middle with a red-and-white checkerboard (a red square is in the upper right corner) shield topped with 5 small shields: 1. Light blue with a yellow star over a white crescent moon, 2. Two red and three blue stripes, 3. Three gold leopards on light blue, 4. A golden goat with red horns and hooves on deep blue, and 5. Silver bars on light blue with black marten with a yellow star.
The Flag of Cuba

Red triangle with white star
The Flag of Cyprus

Copper colored map of Cyprus over two green olive branches on a white field
The Flag of the Democratic Republic of the Congo

Yellow star on blue background

Hoist side Red stripe surrounded by yellow stripes

Blue background
The Flag of Denmark

Red

White

Red
The Flag of Djibouti

Blue

White triangle with a red star

Green

Hoist side
The Flag of Dominica

Ten yellow-bordered green stars and a green/blue parrot in a red circle
Dominican Republic Flag

Blue

White

Red

Red

White central cross with red, white and blue seal, green wreaths, Bible, cross, and blue and red ribbons.

Blue
The Flag of Ecuador

Yellow stripe on the top

Blue stripe in the middle with the seal of Ecuador, picturing a condor, a snow-capped green mountain and blue seas surrounded by draped flags of Ecuador (yellow stripe on outside, blue in middle, and red on the inside).

Red stripe on the bottom
The Flag of Egypt

Red

White with yellow eagle and shield

Black

Hoist side
The Flag of El Salvador

Blue

White with the coat of arms

Blue
Equitorial Guinea's Flag

Green

Blue triangle

Red

Coat of arms on a white ground

The coat of arms has six yellow stars, a white ribbon (with UNIDAD, PAZ, JUSTICA), and a green tree with a brown trunk in a gray shield.
The Flag of Eritrea

Red with golden wreath and olive branch

Name

Green

Blue

Hoist side
The Flag of Estonia

Blue

Black

White
The Flag of Ethiopia

Light blue circle with yellow star and rays

Name

Green

Yellow

Red
The Flag of Fiji

Shield is red with four white panels. It pictures a yellow lion, green stalks of sugarcane, a green-and-brown palm tree, a white dove carrying greenery, and yellow bananas with a green stalk.
The Flag of Finland

White

Blue

White
The Flag of France

Blue | White | Red

Hoist side
The Flag of Gabon

Green

Yellow

Blue
The Flag of Georgia

Red cross on white background
The Flag of Germany
The Flag of Ghana

Red

Yellow with a black star

Green
The Flag of Grenada

Red border with six yellow stars

Central rectangle has yellow triangles on the top and bottom and light green triangles on the left and right. The center has a yellow star in a red circle. On the left is a yellow nutmeg pod with a red nut.
Flag of Guatemala

Green and red quetzal (the national bird), a parchment scroll reading, "LIBERTAD 15 DE SEPTIEMBRE DE 1821," 4 red-handled weapons, and green laurels on a white background.
The Flag of Guinea-Bissau

- Yellow
- Green
- Red with a black star
The Haitian arms depict a royal palm in the center topped with a red and blue cap of liberty. There are also six blue and red flags, two smaller red banners on the sides, many weapons (rifles with bayonettes, two yellow cannons and many cannonballs), a drum, an anchor, green grass, and a white banner reading "L'UNION FAIT LA FORCE," meaning "Union is Strength."
The Flag of Honduras

Blue

White with blue stars

Blue
The Flag of Hungary

Red

White

Green
The Flag of India

- Orange
- White with navy blue wheel
- Green
The Flag of Indonesia

Red

White
The Flag of Iraq

Name_____________________

Red

Green script ("God is Great") on white stripe

Black

الله اكبر
The Flag of Ireland

Name____________________

Green

White

Orange
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The Flag of Italy

Red

White

Green

Hoist side
The Flag of Jamaica
The Flag of Japan

White background with a red circle
The Flag of Jordan

Red triangle with white star
The Flag of Kazakhstan

Sky blue background with yellow sun, bird, and pattern.
The Flag of Kenya

At the center is a red shield with black half ovals on the right and left, half white oval at the top and bottom, a white oval in the center, and white spears crossed behind it.
The Flag of Kiribati

Red background with a yellow bird and sun
The Flag of Kuwait

Green

White

Red

Black
Red background with a central yellow sun. The sun has 40 rays (representing 40 Kyrgyz tribes). The center of the sun has a red ring and a pair of triple curved red lines (symbolizing the top of a yurt, a traditional Kyrgyz home).
The Flag of Laos
The Flag of Lebanon

Red

Green tree on white field

Red
The Flag of Lesotho
The Flag of Liberia

|-----|-------|-----|-------|-----|-------|-----|-------|-----|-------|-----|

White star on a blue ground
The Flag of Libya

Red
Black with white crescent and star
Green
The Flag of Liechtenstein

Gold and black crown on a blue stripe

Red
The Flag of Lithuania

Yellow

Green

Red
The Flag of Luxembourg

Red

White

Blue
The Flag of the Republic of Macedonia

Red field with a yellow circle in the center and yellow sun rays.

Yellow
Red
Yellow
Red
Yellow
Red
Yellow
The Flag of Malawi

White sun and 45 rays

Red  Black  Green
The Flag of Malaysia

Blue field with yellow crescent and star

Name
The Flag of Maldives

Green center rectangle with a white crescent moon

Red border
The Flag of Malta

Gray cross outlined in red on a white background
The Flag of Marshall Islands

Blue with white star

Hoist side

Blue

Yellow

White
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The Flag of Mauritius
Flag of Mexico

Brown eagle, green snake, green cactus, and green laurels on white background

Green

Red
The Flag of Micronesia

Blue with white stars

Hoist side
The Flag of Moldova

Blue → Yellow → Red

Brown eagle with a red beak and feet. It holds a yellow cross in its beak and a green olive branch and a yellow sceptre in its talons. The shield has a yellow ox head, star, crescent, rose and diamonds (the shield is red on top, blue beneath).
The Flag of Monaco
The Flag of Morocco

Red with green star
The Flag of Mozambique

Red triangle with a yellow star, white book, black rifle and hoe.
The Flag of Namibia

Yellow sunburst, with 12 rays.
A 12-pointed white star symbolizes Nauru’s original 12 tribes. The star’s position under the stripe shows Nauru’s position with respect to the equator.
The Flag of Nepal

Blue stripe around the edge

White moon and sun on a red background
The Flag of the Netherlands

Red

White

Blue
The Flag of Nicaragua

Seal has a triangle with a red cap, a rainbow, 5 green volcanoes, blue sea surrounded by a circle of gold writing.
The Flag of Niger
The Flag of Nigeria

Green

White

Green
The Flag of North Korea

Blue →
White →
Red with white circle and red star →
White →
Blue →
The Flag of Norway
The Flag of Pakistan

Deep green with a white crescent and star

Hoist side
The Flag of Palau

Yellow circle on a blue ground

Hoist side
The Flag of Palestine

Red triangle

Black, White, Green

Hoist side
The Flag of Panama

White
Blue

Red
Flag of Papua New Guinea

Red with a golden bird of paradise

Black with five white stars
The seal of Paraguay features a white circle with a gold star in the center surrounded by a blue circle. A green wreath on a white background surrounds the inner circle, and it is surrounded by a red ring with yellow letters, “REPUBLICA DEL PARAGUAY.”
The Flag of the Philippines

White triangle with yellow stars and sun

Hoist side
The Flag of Poland

White

Red
The Flag of Portugal

Red

Green

Yellow bands, red outer shield (containing 7 yellow castles) and a white interior (containing 5 blue shields).
The Flag of Qatar

Hoist side

White

Deep red
Republic of Congo's Flag
The Flag of Rwanda

Blue with yellow sun

Green bottom stripe, Yellow center stripe
The Flag of Saint Kitts and Nevis

Green

Yellow

Black with two white stars

Yellow

Red

Name_________________________
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The Flag of Saint Lucia

Black figure with a yellow triangle at the base and a thin white line on the top two sides of the triangle.

Deep Blue
The Flag of St. Vincent and the Grenadines

Blue

Yellow with three green diamonds forming a "V"

Green
The Flag of Saudi Arabia

Green field with white writing and sword

Hoist side
The Flag of Senegal

Green

Yellow with a green star

Red
The Flag of Serbia

Two-headed white eagle (with yellow beaks and feet) on a red shield. Smaller red shield with white cross and four white C's. Two yellow fleur-de-lis below.

Red with yellow jeweled crown

Blue

White

Hoist side
The Flag of Sierra Leone
The Flag of Singapore

Red with white crescent and stars
The Flag of Slovakia

Red shield (bordered in white) with white cross above three blue hills
The Flag of Slovenia

Shield edged in red, with white mountains, two blue rivers, blue sky, and three yellow stars
The Flag of Solomon Islands

Yellow diagonal stripe

Blue with five white stars

Green

Hoist side

Name
The Flag of Somalia

Light blue with a white, five-sided star
The Flag of South Africa

Name ____________________

Green

White

Red

Yellow

Black

Green White

Blue

Hoist side
The Flag of South Korea

- Black kwae meaning heaven
- Red on top of Yin-Yang symbol, blue on the bottom
- Black kwae meaning water
- Hoist side of flag
- Black kwae meaning fire
- Black kwae meaning earth
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Flag of South Sudan

Blue triangle with a yellow, five-pointed star

Black
White
Red
White
Green
The Flag of Spain

Red

Yellow band with the coat of arms

Red

Hoist side
The Flag of Suriname

Green → White → Red with yellow star → White → Green
The Flag of Swaziland

Blue  Red stripe with black and white shield, tan, black, and blue tassels
Yellow

Blue
The Flag of Switzerland

White cross on red background
The Flag of Syria

- Red
- White stripe with two green stars
- Black

Name
The Flag of Taiwan

Blue with white circle and rays
The Flag of Tajikistan

Red

Yellow stars and crown on a white field

Hoist side

Green
The Flag of Tanzania
## The Flag of Thailand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hoist side
The Flag of The Bahamas

Blue
Yellow
Blue

Black triangle
The Flag of Tibet

Yellow border and rising sun over a white triangular mountain

White triangle with 2 white and green snow lions holding an orange/blue yin-yang symbol and orange, white and blue jewels in front of red flames.

Red and blue wedges behind the sun
The Flag of Togo

Red square with white, five-pointed star
The Flag of Tonga

Red cross on a white field

Red

Hoist side
Flag of Trinidad and Tobago

Red
White
Black
The Flag of Tunisia

A red crescent and a red star in a white circle, on a field of red.
The Flag of Turkmenistan

White moon and stars on a green field

Yellow, white, green patterns on a red background
The Flag of Tuvalu

Light blue with yellow, five-pointed stars that symbolize the nine islands.

Legend:
- Blue
- Red
- White
The Flag of Uganda

Black crane with a red and yellow crest, white wing, and red tail feathers in a white circle.
The Flag of The U.S.A.

The Flag Today (since 1960)

13 red and white stripes (the stripes represent the original 13 colonies)

Blue background behind 50 white stars (each star represents a U.S. state)
The Flag of UAE, United Arab Emirates

Red

Green

White

Black
The Flag of Uzbekistan

Twelve white stars and crescent moon
The Flag of Vanuatu

Yellow boar's tusk and fern fronds on a black triangle

Yellow

Black

Red

Green
The Flag of Venezuela

Coat of arms on yellow stripe

Blue stripe with white stars

Red
The Flag of Vietnam

Red ground

Gold star
The Flag of Yemen

Red

White

Black
The Flag of Zambia

Green background with orange eagle
The Flag of Zimbabwe

White triangle with a red star and a yellow bird.